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“Need to understand the impact 
UWSM work and funding is having 
locally.”. 

What we heard:

“UWSM needs to have the 
right performance metrics.”.

Community Investment Plan 
2023-2026 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
United Way Simcoe Muskoka participated in a Community Investment Plan Consultation in 2021.The intention was to help us more accurately reflect the needs and gaps in the communities we serve and to align our priorities and goals with the outcomes.In relation to the targeted focus of poverty and inclusion, measuring and demonstrating improvement was consistently heard as a challenge.In the report it identified that in order to show meaningful impact at the local level, we needed to leverage an evidence based framework with metrics.This would include both quantitative and qualitative data AND storytelling.It also identified that we need a robust evaluation framework and a commitment to ensure measurement of the “right” outcomes over the long term. It said that strategic partnerships and formalizing processes within our existing work would enhance the profile of UWSM as a community leader in poverty and inclusion and support our advocacy efforts.Also, to note:UW’s are a federated model. This means that we are all unique in our focus and activitiesCollectively we report to United Way Canada They also conducted a consultation and found that lots of folks know the UW btu typically do not know what it is we do.Recently they are making attempts to standardize how we all reportingThis is also something that we hope to capture through use of a dashboard
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211 data delivered quarterly to help identify gaps in the 
community.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What we are currently using…Data provided from 211 for the regions Simcoe County, Muskoka and ToBM.It comes as an excel file quarterly.It provides us information on the number of calls that they receive by detailed need, municipality and where needs have gone unmet to help us identify where there are gaps. It informs where we need to focus our efforts.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
 We use data from other sources:Our membership with the Community Data Program through our partnership with the Simcoe County Data Consortium.Health Stats SMDHU Stats Can Vital Signs reportsCommunity Well Being reportsLiving Wage initiativesMarket Basket Measure poverty thresholds
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“Partner with post-secondary institutions to research poverty and inclusion locally 
and then use the data to inform Community Investment Plan policy and local 

changes” 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In the consultation report there was a suggestion to form a partnership with a post-secondary institution, so we joined forces with Georgian College.A post graduate team working in partnership with businesses and organizations looking to develop innovative solutions to support some of their biggest challenges.The team was made up of 3 students (guided by a professor and a student project manager). A data scientist, data and business analyst and a software engineer for business intelligence and Python developing.
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Georgian College Big Data Project

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Through consultation we agreed on the following deliverables:KPIs thought to help us measure poverty in our communityA compilation of data from many different sources Trend analysisFinally, an interactive dashboard that can be updated as needed to reflect the most current state of poverty in our community designed to help United Way Simcoe Muskoka to focus our efforts with advocacy and funding initiatives.
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KPI’s

• Income stability: low 
income/minimum wage

• Deep poverty
• Food insecurity
• Access to healthcare
• Literacy and numeracy (low 

literacy) 
• Education: high school 

graduation rates?
• Housing: unmet housing needs 

and chronic homelessness
• Mental health
• Quality of Life

what poverty is – and what 
causes it.
•Lack of access to clean water 
and nutritious food.
•Lack of access to basic 
healthcare.
•Inequality or social injustice.
•Lack of education.
•Poor basic infrastructure.
•Climate change.
•Lack of government support.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
KPIs that UW had requested.Working with students whose expertise was in IT and tech solutions meant that they did not have a fulsome understanding of poverty-what it looks like and what indicators may be -there was some disconnect with what KPIs would be identified to measure the state of poverty and social inclusion in the regions that we serve.We also agree that some of the KPIs listed have not been measured locally before and data may be hard to find if it exists at all.
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Dashboard for Local Poverty Analysis

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Power BI interactive dashboardDemonstration of actual dashboard
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Why this is important to us?

Reporting to UWCC (data driven)

Ensure that we can tracking all of our investments 
and identify how they are having an impact.

Reflect on data and insights to make sound 
investment decisions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Where to go from here…We will be reporting to UWCC What the intention is	Have moved from an excel spreadsheet with limited data inputs from 211 only	To a dashboard style reporting mechanismWhat are the next steps:Would like to capture the KPIs that reflect our efforts to address poverty and social inclusion and our prioritiesExpand our data sources and find ways to streamline and distill the data to measure our impact and inform our decisions



Thank you!

Rebekah Vaughan 
Manager, Collaboration and Partnerships
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